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A test for vector-boson trilinear couplings through hadron collisions at Fermilab Tevatron ener-

gy is investigated. The contributions from the standard model to the polarization cross section for
8'+ W pair production process are given and deviations from the standard model are considered.
It is pointed out that some efFects may be observable in Tevatron collider experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the weak bosons W and Z were discovered, '

one of the most interesting problems remaining is to test
the couplings of W*, Z, and y to see if they are of
gauged SU(2)XU(1) symmetry. This is important
not only for proving the standard model, but also for
testing models beyond. '

One way to test the three-vector-boson couplings is to
focus on experiments at the CERN e+e collider LEP
II on the production of charged-weak-boson ( W*) pairs
in e+e annihilation, which is related to the couplings
of W+W Z and W+W y. Having relatively high
luminosity (5)&10 ' cm sec ') and being in the clean
environment of e+e, undoubtedly LEP II will give us a
lot of useful information on the couplings. However,
since the Fermilab pp collider Tevatron has begun to ac-
cumulate data, it is worthwhile to investigate the possi-
bilities to test these couplings and to see what kinds of
deviations from the standard model are relatively easier
to be detected at the Tevatron collider.

Although a hadron collider does not provide a clean
environment to test these couplings, besides having at
present a relatively low luminosity to work with, there
are some advantages. It was pointed out in Ref. 32 that
if there are some deviations from the standard model
and their effects are proportional to the masses of the
fermions in the pair production processes ff~ W+ W
then it is almost impossible for an e+e collider to ob-
serve them, while for a hadron collider it is possible due
to heavy-quark components in the nucleon structure
functions. Another advantage is that in a hadron collid-
er the invariant mass of the W pair can reach a relative-
ly high value. We know that the higher the invariant
mass, the easier it becomes to test the gauge cancellation
and to see the deviations from gauge couplings if there
are any. Therefore, under the Tevatron conditions, how
well one can test the couplings of three vector bosons
deserves a careful analysis. On the other hand, if one
hopes to discover new physics through W+ W produc-
tion, he also needs to know the standard-model contribu-

tions as a background and to estimate the contributions
from various possible deviations from the standard mod-
el. Thus, in this paper we will investigate these prob-
lems; i.e., considering the Tevatron conditions, we will
compute the W+ W production cross sections sys-
ternatically.

In Ref. 32 the authors pointed out that, due to heavy
quarks, all of the most general couplings of the three
vector bosons should be considered in hadron collision
processes where there are ten types in total, as opposed
to what the authors of Refs. 7 and 28 did in the e+e
collider case where they could ignore all couplings pro-
portional to the fermion masses. Moreover, in hadron
collisions, the Higgs-boson-exchange mechanism is not
ignorable either for the same reason. In order to be con-
sistent, we also should consider the general couplings of
Higgs bosons to the vector bosons. Thus, in W+W
pair production through annihilation of a pair of qq, in
general, 23 types of couplings in total will be relevant.
The 23 consist of ten for the W+ W Z vertex, seven for
W+ Wy, three for W+ W H (here, the Higgs boson H
couples to quarks as a scalar), and three for W+ W Ht
(here the "Higgs boson" Ht, couples to quarks as a pseu-
doscalar). In this paper we will discuss their effects sep-
arately in pp collision at Tevatron energy.

Being interested in the three-vector-boson couplings,
we will not discuss the related mechanisms, such as the
equivalent W-boson fusion mechanism and gluon fusion
through fermion-loop mechanism, etc. ' Their contri-
butions can be simply added to what we will discuss.
Thus, we focus on the W+ W pair production through
the Drell-Yan mechanism. Owing to such a large
number of possible couplings, if one wants to obtain any
information on the individual coupling, one has to per-
form a polarization analysis.

One may imagine that if one keeps all mass terms, the
formalism would be complicated, especially with respect
to those couplings which would not contribute in the
massless limit. However, in fact, we 6nd that the densi-
ty matrix can be factorized into four terms so the Gnal
results are not so complicated.
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This paper is organized as follows. In the next sec-
tion, the most general couplings for W+ W y,
W+W Z, W+W H, and W+W Hz will be given;
the density matrix of polarization for W+ and W are
derived. In Sec. III, the formulas of W+8' pair pro-
duction cross sections for pp collision are presented.
Adopting the Eichten-Hinchliffe-Lane-Quigg (EHLQ)
structure functions, and setting the couplings to devi-
ate from those of the standard-model predictions one by
one, we compute the numerical values of the polariza-
tion cross sections and plot the cross sections against the
angle between the proton beam and the produced W bo-
son in the hadron center-of-mass system and against the
invariant mass of the W+ W pair. In order to compare
with the standard model, in every figure we also plot the
corresponding standard-model curves. In the last sec-
tion, Sec. IV, we will discuss our results and draw some
conclusions.

II. GENERAL COUPLINGS AND POLARIZATION
DENSITY MATRIX

A. General couylings of three vector bosons

The strategy of investigating the couplings for the
three-boson vertex in a model-independent way is to
start from the most general Lorentz-covariant couplings,

HHp ———
P

W(x

(o) (b)

FIG. 1. The three-boson vertex. (a) VS'+ 8' . (b)
HH 8'+8'

which are independent of each other, and then to set
each term to a non-standard-model value to see its corre-
sponding consequences. Therefore, we first discuss the
most general couplings.

In this paper we restrict ourselves to consider only the
W+ W pair production; hence, we need the most gen-
eral couplings for W W+Z and W+W y. In Ref. 28
the authors considered the process e+e ~W+ 8' in
which the masses of the fermions may be ignored so that
only 14 of the most general couplings are effective. (The
authors of Ref. 7 had done the same, but as pointed out
in Ref. 28, they included two more couplings which are
not independent of the rest when fermion masses are
neglected. ) Aa a matter of fact, the most general cou-
plings for three vector bosons with W+8' on shell
should involve 17 couplings. They are

f V

&f"(q„q,,P)=f, (q, —q, )"g ~ , (q, ——q,)"P P~+f, (P g"~ P~g"')+if—(P'g"~+P~g]' )
mw

+]f5'" ~~(q] —q, )~ f6"c" P]'P ——z(q, —qz)"e ~v P (q, —qz) +ifsP"g i'f V

mw
V

i —P"P P~ i P"e ~~—P (q —q2mw mw
(2.1)

where I v~" is the vertex of three bosons [Fig. 1(a)],

( $f' (q]k])P'+(qzgz)
~
JP

~
0)

=e (&])ep(&z)l ~v (q],qz, P), (2.2)

q] ——qz ——m]v, (q]e ) =(qze )=0,2 2 2 A1 A2

there are no more independent couplings.

(2.3)

and V denotes y or Z . Note that ff vanishes and

f|',f I'o are not independent of f4~,f f due to charge con-
servation. In fact, even if charge conservation is violat-
ed, f),fj,fv]0 will not contribute to ff~8'+W at all
due to the vector coupling of y to fermion. Therefore,
in Eq. (2.1), these three would not be included in our
discussions. Considering WWy and WWZ, we now
have 17 couplings f, (i =1,2, . . . , 10) and ff
(i =1,2, . . . , 7). It is easy to check that these f; and
f;" are independent of each other and, taking into ac-
count the on-shell conditions

f, (S)=1+0(a),
f, (S)=0(a),
f, (S)=2+0 (a),

(2.4)

and the others are either O(a) or higher order in a.

TABLE I. C,P, T property'es of vector-boson coup1ings.

P
CP
C

6,7 8,9

In addition to what has been shown for the 14 cou-
plings in Ref. 28, we list the C,P, T properties of the
seventeen couplings in Table I. In the standard model,
non-Abelian gauge invariance gives very strong con-
straints on the coup1ings:
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Since we are testing the three-vector-boson couplings
(Fig. 1) through the Drell-Yan mechanism [Fig. 2(a)]
and we want to keep the heavy-quark mass effects, we

also include the related diagram through scalars [Fig.
2(c)]. To test the standard model thoroughly, it is also

necessary to test the deviation from the minimum

Higgs-boson vector. Therefore, we also generalize the
Higgs-boson couplings to the W+ 8' pair. According
to the different couplings with or without y~ with fer-

mions, the scalar couplings to 8'+W are denoted as
I [H~], where the scalar couples to fermions without y5,
and I [H~ ], where the scalar couples to fermions with ys

P

[Fig. 2(c)]. With the definition of the vertex [Fig. 1(b}]

&~ (~iqi)~+(~2q2)
I
I l0&=e (~i)e, (~»l(HH )

(2.5)

the most general I [H] and I [Hp) are

1,g, =f,g ~+ P P + E~~P (q, —q )
mw mw

(2.6}

and

I ~g ~
if,g ~——+i z

P P~+i e ~~ P (qq qz)—. f2 . . f3
mw mw

(2.7)

For the standard model,

B. The polanzation density matrix

In order to determine all the couplings in Eq. (2.2),
one has to analyze the polarization behavior.

In the hadron collision, the subprocess concerned is

qq ~ W+ W . To calculate the cross section we need to
consider all diagrams in Figs. 2(a) —2(c). According to
the Feynman rules we can easily write down the scatter-
ing amplitude. Neutral-current and low-energy experi-
ments indicate that the couplings for the vector bosons
(y, Z) to the fermions (quarks and leptons) should be
given by those of the standard model. For definiteness
we assume the scalars H, Hz couple to the fermions in
the same way as the Higgs bosons do in the standard
model.

Let M (k, cr, , k202, q, , i, qzi2) be the scattering am-

plitude of qq~ W+W, k&, k2, and 0 &, oz are the mo-
menta and helicities of quark and antiquark, respective-
ly, and q„q2 and X, , A, 2 are the momenta and polariza-
tion, respectively (Fig. 3) for the W bosons. In the paper
we will use the rectangular basis e "(q) for the polariza-
tions of W and use the conventions of Ref. 28 so that
A, = 1 labels the transverse polarization in the production
plan, A, =2 labels the transverse polarization perpendicu-
lar to the production plane, and A, =3 labels the longitu-
dinal polarization. The polarization density matrix is
defined by

P„,„,= g M(k, cr, ,k~~2;q, A, „q2A~)
1 2' 1 2

1 2

&&M'(k&o &, k202', q&A, '„q2i,z) . (2.9)

f &
I+0 (a), f, =——0 (a), f, =0 (a) . (2.8)

It turns out that the contributions from I [H H j are rela-

tively small at Tevatron energy except at the peak of res-
onances in the W+ W channel. Therefore, we will not
discuss them in this paper, but we still keep them in the
formulas so that they can be used to analyze the s-
channel resonances.

=2 (2.10)

"~~"=~i~~i"'+~i~~:"~ +~i~~V'
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

Through a straightforward calculation, P& & &, &, can be
1 2' 1 2

factorized into four terms:

+S«S',,*,
1 2

(2.11)

q WI

W

where Rz'z and Sz'z are 3&3 matrices. Here, and
1 2 1 2

later on, the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate.
Because the couplings of W+W y and W+W Z ap-
pear in the matrices with certain combinations, we define
the quantities

q;

(b)

H, Hp

W

W X,
[

q; (c) W

QOp W+X.
Z

FIG. 2. The Feynman diagrams for qq~W+W . (a) The
y- and Z -exchange diagram. (b) The t-channel diagram. (c)
The scalar-exchange diagram.

FIG. 3. qq~W+W process and its momentum assign-
ment.
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a„=Q fr s z,f.s —mz
(2.12)

L;,R; their left and right weak charge

L; =r; —2Q;sin 8w, R; = —2Q;sin 8w, (2.12c)

L, —R, f„', n =1, . . . , 10,
2sin 0~ s —mz

1

z4sin 0~ I, t —mI
(2.12a)

bs, P f '~, m =1,2, 3,
2sin g~ s —mH —iPHmz

(2.12b)

where Q; are the electric charge of the incoming quark,

mI are the masses of the corresponding t-channel
quarks, Vl are the Kobayashi-Maskawa-Cabibbo (KMC)
quark mixing matrix elements, and mH and I & are the
mass and widths of the neutral scalars.

The matrices R ", R ', S", and S' have the properties

~12 ~ 21& ~13 ~ 31& ~23 ~ 32 (2.13)

where A represents any one of R",R', S",S' matrices
and a„,b„,b, b ' are treated as real quantities. The ma-
trix elements of R ", R ', S", and S' for the down-type in-

coming quarks are

bR"„= (a, ——,'b, )Pw b(Pw —P;—cos8)+ —Pw sin8,

R",z
—— —2(2a7 b7}Pw —yw (a6 —', b6)+——P; b —sin8,

R» ———Tty w[(2a b)Pw—cos8+P;(bsPw +ib6)+bP, Pw(Pw P;cos8—) bcos8—(Pw P, co—s8) —bP, sin 8],
(2.14)

bRzz= —(at ——,'bt}Pw+ Pw»»—

Rz3 ——— ywIb P P—w+[(2a5 b5)Pw—+i (2a6 b6)]cos8+—b[Pw(P; Pwca—s8)+P;(Pw P, co—s8)]j,

2 2

R 33 = —(at bt }Pw(2'Y w
—1)+2(2az bz)Pw 'Y w

—+(2a& b3}Pwyw —+ Pw
2 3 4 b 2'Y m

2 . r'

by w (Pw —P;cos8) sin—8;

R» — ', btPw b—(P—w
—P;cos8—)+ Pw Pistn8, R,z —— ,'(4b7Pw y w +—b6}+ Pt»n8a b 2 2 ib

R» ,'y w[b —P;—Pwcos8+(2a5 b5 )Pw +i (2a—6 b6) b(Pw —P—;c—os8) +bP; sin 8],
R zz = t (bt +b)PwP, sin8 (2.15)

Rzz ——yw[(2a b}Pw+(b—sPw +ib6)P;cos8 bP;Pw(P Pw—cos8) b(P—w
—P;cos8—)],

R 33 [ ,'btPw(2y w —1}—2bzPw y w b—3Pwy w
—', bPw b—y w—(Pw —P;cos8)]P;»n8 '

1S» —— [—P,.b t
—(2a, b t )Pwcos8 —b(P; —P—wcos8)+2bP; sin 8],

l

1
Stz —— I[2a6 b6+2(2a7 b7}P—w yw ]cos8+4b3P;Pwyw I,2r

r 8'
$",3 —— [(2a b)Pw 2b (Pw ——P;cos8)+—bPw]sin8,

rl

Szz —— [P;b t +(2at b, )Pwcos8+b—(P; Pwcos8)]=——S» + P; sin 8,
2r; rl

Sz3 [(2a& b&)Pw +i (2a6 b6—) bPw ]sin8- , —rw 2 ~ 2

2r

(2.16)
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S» — IP, [bi(2yw —1) 4—bzPw yw ]+[(2a, —b, )(2yw —1)—4(2az b—z}PW yw ]Pwcos8

—2(2a3 b—3)y w Pwcos8+b(2yw —l)(P,. P—wcos8)+2by w (Pw —P,.cos8)cos8];

[(4yz 1)bs+b1]
2r

S12 [( Pwyw b10 bsPw)( yz 1)+ Pwyw b3 +b (Pw P;«—s8}]
2y

lgW a a
S12 ——— bP;Pwsm8, Szz ———S»,

2r

Yw
Szz ——— bp;sin8,

2r;

(2.17)

Szz= [[bs(2yw —1} 4b9—Pw yw 2b4—PW 'Yw ](4yz 1)—+b, (2yw —1) 4b2P—w Yw I
l

s
2mw

pw=

' 1/2
4mw

s

where y;, y w, yz, P, ,Pw, P, are, as usual,

, etc. ,

III. FORMULAS OF W+ W PAIR PRODUCTION
CROSS SECTIONS AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Formulas of W+ W pair production cross sections

(2.18)

and a =as ia4, b =—b& ib4 —For . up-type quarks,
the density matrix is again given by Eqs. (2.10) and
(2.11) with the following changes. In Eqs. (2.12a)
(through t}, (2.14), (2.15), (2.16), and (2.17), 8 should be
changed into n 8; the —matrices R"',S"' should be
transposed (R,S~R,S); the signs of f„ for
n =1,2, 3,6,7 should be 6ipped; the up-type quark
masses in Eq. (2.12a} should be substituted with the
down-type quark masses and the down-type charges in
Eq. (2.12) should be substituted with the up-type
charges.

Now we are ready to derive the cross sections. In the
following section we shall use s for the parton c.m. ener-

gy squared and s for the corresponding quantity of the
incoming hadrons.

From the density matrix, it is straightforward to ob-
tain the corresponding difFerential cross section for po-
larized W+ and W in the parton subprocess
q;q; —+ W+W

d cos8 A, ,A,2, A, ', A,z

2

4gP. 12'12

(3.1)

where 8' is the angle between the W and the incoming
hadron A in the hadron center-of-mass system. It fol-
lows from the factorization theorem for Drell-Yan pro-
cesses that the W+ W polarization cross section for
AB ~W+ W (where A =p, B =p for Tevatron) can be
written as

dMd cos8 dy+
L

'ittz

coshy+ —sinhy+ [f,"(x„M')f; (xb,M')P, .,(8",M)
j j

+f "(x„M }f (xb, M2}P-. , , (m+8",M)],a 7 )2'12

(3.2)

where X, =3 is the color factor; j =u, c, t and d, s, b;
M =+s; f.1-.

1
and f.~.i are the parton distribution func-J(g) j(j)

tions for parton j (j} in hadron A and j (j}in hadron B
and Pwcos8' =tanh —,'(y, —yz } . (3.4)

Here y, and y2 are the rapidities, in the hadron c.m.
frame, of W and W+, and they are related to 8 as

y+ =-,'(y 1+y2 } ~ (3.3) The effects of the polarizations of 8'+ W can be seen
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M2(q I ~1 p I +I p2+2)M2 (q I ~1 p I IT I p 2+2 )
1 1 o Iso'2

(3.5)

D& &, for 8'+ decay is defined similarly. One can show
22

that

2

Du. = . 2 I
vr I

c — g (pl o'I
I pi I

)
2sin 8~

x(p2+~2
I p2 I

)121i

(3.6)

where

l
1, =cos81cospl+ —(o 1

—cr2)sin/I,
2

l
12 ——cos8i sing I

——(o, IT 2 }cos—g I,
2

I3 ——sin&& .

(3.7)

Similarly,

2

I
I r I c+ & (p3+IT3 I p3 I

)
2 sin Hpr

x(p', —~„l p, I
)l, l &,

(3.8)

through the correlations of their decay products. This
has been discussed extensively by Hagiwara et al. in Ref.
28, in the event when the masses of the final-state fer-
mions can be neglected. Although we shall discuss pri-
marily the polarization cross sections as given in Eq.
(3.2), we give below the decay matrices for completeness.

Let M2(ql, AI;plo l,p2o 2) be the amplitude for the de-

cay of 8' into fermions of mornenta p„p2 and helici-
ties o„o'2. Similarly, let M3(q2, A2,'p3o3, p4o4) be the
corresponding quantity for W+. We use 81,$1 to denote
the polar and azimuthal angles of the down-type quark
(lepton) in W decay and in the W rest frame. We use

83, 1I)3 for the corresponding angles in W+ decay (and in

the W+ rest frame). The decay matrix Dz& is defined

by

where

l
l

1
—cos83 cos$3 + ( CT3 —0 4 )sin/3

2

12 —c—os83sinp3+ (CT3 IT4) cos$3,
2

13 ——sin03 .

(3.9)

In these formulas, c,c+ are color factors and equal 1

(&3) for lepton (quark) final state. If we neglect the
masses of the final-state fermions, it is easily seen that
c7 I 0 2 0 3, 0 4 can take only a particular value so that the
summations over e; reduces to one term and we get the
result of Ref. 28.

Equations (3.5) and (3.8) can be combined with Eq.
(3.2) to give the complete cross sections for decay corre-
lations. We shall postpone a detailed analysis of such
correlations as was done in Ref. 28 for e+e collisions,
but rather analyze the polarization channels and the
kinematical regions (8' and M) where a certain deviation
from the standard-model predictions is most easily
found. For this purpose we shall limit our discussions to
the diagonal elements of Eq. (3.2).

For a given invariant mass M and the rapidity y+ of
the 8'+W pair, the fractions x„xb of hadron nomen-
ta carried by the incoming partons in hadron A and
hadron 8 are fixed to be

x, =&r(P, coshy++sinhy+ ),
(3.10)

xb =&r(P, coshy+ —sinhy+ ),
where &r=M/+s.

We shall integrate over y+ with the following cuts.
Kinematically it is constrained by 0&x„xb (1. We put
in the rapidity cuts of yl I

(2.5, ly2 I
(2.5 for W

and 8'+. Finally, since the mass of top quark is set at
70 GeV, which is comparable to the 8'mass, x, and xb
for tt parton processes can be smaller than 10, the lim-
it of validity of the EHLQ structure functions which we
are using. Moreover, so far as we know, there is still no
completely satisfactory way of taking into account the
heavy-quark masses in the parton distribution func-
tipns. ' Tp avpid the prpblem pf small x, we put in
the cuts x„xb ) v which are satisfied automatically if the
masses of the partons are neglected. Such cuts reduce
the t-quark effective luminosity, but has very little effect
on the luminosities of other quarks. At Tevatron ener-

gy, the differential cross sections are not sensitive to
such cuts since the top luminosity is small anyway.

As pointed out above, taking A, I
——A, I, A, 2

——A,z, we have
the polarized 8'+ 8' double difFerential cross section

dMd cosO* A. , A.
2

mn

g f dy+ cosh y+ —sinh y+ [fi"( , ,xM)f (xb, M )Pr, I .I I (8*,M-. )

J J

+f-"(x.,M')f,'(xb, M')P. .,.. , (~+8",M)]
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M=0.3 TeV 10
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i

I I I I
i

I I I

8 =90
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FIG. 4. Feynman diagram for q;q, ~WW(i&j).

where the integration over y+ is restricted by the kine-

matic cutoff we chose as explained above.

10

O
A

Oo 10

b'0
10

10

10

10

10

B. Numerical results

In our numerical calculations, the EHLQ structure
function (set 2, A=290 MeV) (Ref. 26) is used and the
parameters are chosen as

10s I rr i I i i I I I I I I I I I I

50 100 150
(9

10

200 300 400 500
M [GeV]

V„d V„,

V„

Vr.

Yub 0.975 0.222 0.009 54

V,b —— 0.221 0.9644 0. 1455

Y 0.0231 —0. 144 0.9893

(3.13)

Here we ignore the CP phase, but insist on unitarity.
The mass of the Higgs-boson scalar (and that of Hz) is

arbitrarily chosen to be 400 GeV with the corresponding
width I H (Ref. 26) just to show a typical resonance be-

havior. As we shall find out, they have very little effect
at Tevatron energy.

mri, ——81.8 GeV, sin err =0.226, t/s =2 TeV,

m„= 3 MeV, md ——5 MeV, m, = 150 MeV,
(3.12)

m, =1.5 GeV, mb ——5.5 GeV,

m, =70 GeV, MH ——400 GeV, I H ——30 GeV .

The KMC matrix is taken to be

FIG. 6. do /dm d cos9* for (1,1) + (2,2) polarization chan-

nel; solid line is for standard model; dotted lines numbered by

1 and A, are for fzr, f frr, and A,Z, respectively, with deviations

from their standard-model values by 1.

In order to see the various couplings' contributions we

plot our results according to the polarization channels
and consider the anomalous 8'+W' y and 8'+W Z
couplings separately. In order to facilitate comparison
with the standard model we plot our results of the stan-
dard model with a solid line. One point which we

should note is that in the standard model we should con-
sider the contributions from different flavors i &j
through the diagram, Fig. 4. However, because of the
small KMC matrix mixing and/or the small quark-mass
difference, this mechanism, in fact, contributes little to
the 8'+ W production at Tevatron energy. It is lower
than others by at least an order of magnitude over the
entire kinematical region we considered so that it can be
safely ignored. In the figures, the numbers which ac-
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FIG. 5. do/dm d cosO* for (1,1) + (2,2) polarization chan-

nel; solid line is for standard model; dotted lines numbered by
1 and A. are for frr and A, y, respectively, with deviation from
their standard-model values by 1.

FIG. 7. der/dm d cosO* for (1,2) + (2, 1) polarization chan-
nel; solid line is for standard model; dotted lines numbered by
6 and 7 are for f6 and frr, respectively, with deviations from
their standard-model values by 1.
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FIG. 10. du/dm d cos8* for (3,3) polarization channel;
solid line is for standard model; dotted lines numbered by 1, 2,
3, 4, 8, and 9 are for f, , f, , f3z, f4, ffs, and f9, respectively,
with deviations from their standard-model values by 1.

company the dotted lines denote the corresponding cou-
pling which deviates from the standard model by one
unit and which contributes to the cross sections of the
given channel as indicated in the figure. In order to see
the angle and energy dependences and to estimate the to-
tal events, we put the two graphs together in a figure.
We plot the angular distribution by taking the invariant
mass of the 8'+8' pair equal to 0.3 TeV. On the oth-
er hand, we plot the dependence on the invariant mass
of the 8'+8' production by taking a suitable angle to
dramatize the variance with M changing.

In Refs. 2 —19 and 29, the so-called "anomalous" mo-
ment az of 8' has been discussed a lot, which corre-
sponds to the f( deviation. We also plot the XI term
contributions, which are marked with A, in the figures.

e
Pw=

&Pk w
(1+& +& ),

(3.14)

(ar —Ar) .
mw

In standard model, xz ——1 and z ——0 at the tree level.
f„I~, and A, are the only allowed form factors if one in-

The A, I term is quite similar to the anomalous moment
term. In space-time representation, the anomalous mo-
ment term is W+ W„V"",but the /(, I, term is W+ W"„V"l',
where W„ is the vector potential of 8', 8'„„and V„„are
the field strength tensors of W and y (or Z ), respective-
ly. They are related to the magnetic moment pw and
the electric quadrupole moment Q~ of W by
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FIG. 11. der/dm d cos8* for (1,3) + (3,1) polarization chan-
nel; solid line is for standard model; dotted lines numbered by
3, 4, 5, 6, and A. are for f$, f41', f$, f$, and A.y, respectively,
with deviations from their standard-model values by 1.
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ute significantly only to the (13) and (23) channels. The
deviations from the standard-model predictions are large
only for high-mass (&300 GeV) W pairs and depend
very much on the 0' one chose. Note that the form fac-
tors f3 and A, , for unit deviations from the standard-
model value, give the same contribution to (13) and (23)
channels. f3 also contributes to (11), (22), (33) channels
as does f, . Their contributions are more than 1 order of
magnitude above the standard-model values. Finally,
among the three form factors fs, f9, ffo, only f9 con-
tributes appreciably above the standard-model predic-
tions to the high-mass W pair production cross section.
Indeed its contribution to the (33) channel stays at about
the same level even as M increases from 200 to 500 GeV.

As for the form factors associated with the neutral
scalar-vector boson couplings, we find that an order one
deviation from the standard-model value for these form
factors produce, in most cases, no more than a factor of
2 increase in differential cross sections as is the case for
fs and ffz. This is expected as their contributions are
suppressed by a factor of (m; /M), where rn; is the mass
of the incoming fermions, while the probability of
finding heavy quarks remain small for the values of M
we considered at Tevatron energy. The contribution
from f9 is helped by a factor of yz which compensates
for the decrease in heavy-quark luminosity.

As noted before in this paper we discuss only the po-
larization cross sections for W+W pair production.
To proceed to the correlations of the decay products of
the W+ W is straightforward and the numerical results
will be presented elsewhere.

In this work we have tried to get some idea of the nu-
merical importance of the general three-vector couplings
in a model-independent way. For specific models, there
may exist relations among the various form factors mak-
ing the effect smaller in some cases. This should be kept
in mind in trying to derive constraints on the various
form factors from the experimental data. A related
point one should mention is that for the general three-
vector-boson and neutral scalar-vector boson couplings
we considered, tree-level unitarity is lost. This is the ori-
gin of some large effects we saw in the above discussions.

For any realistic model, we expect tree-level unitarity to
be restored at sufficiently high energies if perturbation
theory is still valid. Insisting on tree-level unitarity will
force certain relations among the various tri-vector-
boson and scalar-vector boson couplings. The energy
scale at which these relations are satisfied to a given pre-
cision is model dependent.

Now let us draw some conclusions based on the above
discussion. At an integrated luminosity of 10 pb ', we
expect, from standard-model prediction, to see no high
mass (&300 GeV) central (60'&8'&120') W+W pairs
events. Any such event signals new physics. If the new
physics are due to anomalous tri-vector-boson couplings
or Higgs-boson-vector-boson couplings which might
arise, for example, from a new neutral gauge boson or
neutral scalar, then our formalism can be applied to ana-
lyze such events. If the integrated luminosity can reach
100 pb ', we expect to see a few such events. They
should come mainly from the (12) channel if standard
model is correct.

It is very difficult to see at Tevatron energy any effects
of the form factors whose contributions to the cross sec-
tions are proportional to the incoming quark masses. To
test these form factors as well as to study in detail the
polarization cross sections, one may have to wait for the
next-generation machines such as the Superconducting
Super Collider or an upgraded high-luminosity Tevat-
ron.
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